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Who we are
An International Consortium for the implementation of  an 

Erasmus+ Project called DIEGO
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Who we are

DIEGO:  Development of quality system 

through EnerGy Efficiency cOurses
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Development of 6 undergraduate University 

modules on Renewable Energy Sources for our 

Latin American (LA) partners that meet local 

needs and abide by International Quality

standards and are accredited by local authorities.

Overall Aim of the DIEGO Project
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Overall aim of this seminar

To share experiences and resources with Latin American 

Universities on Internationalization, Quality Assurance 

and Accreditation (Bologna Process).

Today is the introduction to our collaboration and 

support for the next  2 and half years
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Overview of European Support

• Live Seminars (happening today)

• Online Seminar

• Joint agreement with the local 

internationalization offices (LIO) of Europe 

for sustainable support.

• One-week long training of LIO at Sapienza 

University Rome
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Today’s seminars

• PPT1:  First presentation.  Will cover Bologna, Higher 

Education and Quality (Assurance and Control)

• PPT2:  Second Presentation. We will cover 

Internationalization.

• Workshop:  Will break into teams to create a renewable 

energy course/module (or maybe some other course)

that will be compliant with Bologna process and to discuss 

what it would take to have it accredited in Guatemala. 
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Agenda for this PPT1

I. Introduction to Cyprus/UCY and University of Cadiz

II. Higher Education (HE)  BOLOGNA PROCESS: 

Goals

Main actors

II.     THE EUROPEAN HIGHER EDUCATION  AREA 

Principles

Actions/Reforms.  Quality Assurance (QA)

Policies

Tools
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I

BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO 

UNIVERSITY OF CYPRUS 

AND 

UNIVERSITY OF CADIZ (SPAIN)
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• Official Name: Republic of Cyprus
• Capital: Nicosia
• Independence: 1960.  In 1974 Turkey invaded Cyprus and occupied 36% of 

its sovereign territory. 
• European Union: Member since 2004
• Population: 840 000
• Location: Extreme northeast corner of the Mediterranean

Cyprus
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Introduction

18/09/2019 12

Cyprus
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University of Cyprus Introduction

Established in 1989
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Facts about UCY

• 7200 Students, 323 Professors and 206 

Research Staff.

• 22 departments, 11 Research Centers 

(including the Research Centre for 

sustainable Energy, FOSS)

• Currently in 44 EU FP7 projects, 5 ERC 

Grants hosts 12 Marie Currie Fellows.

University of Cyprus Introduction
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Relevant Capabilities
• Internationalization: Strategy for 2010-2020

– Member of EUA (European University Association) and many more 

international associations) 

– 2008 EFQM Committed to Excellence Award

– 2010 Follows the “European Charter for Researchers”

– 2012 HR Excellence in Research Logo (promotes mobility, exchange 

of knowledge and experience for researchers)

• Bologna Process

– 2003: Adopts ECTS (European Credit Transfer System)

– 2004 Awards the Diploma Supplement (DS).  Allows for more 

transparency and more mobility.

• Quality Assurance

– UCY has dedicated fully staffed office on Quality Assurance and 

Business Excellence.

University of Cyprus Introduction
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
http://esingenieria.uca.es
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 1. Introduction and Overview

MAIN ACTIVITIES

TEACHING RESEARCH

Official Programs
• Undergraduate (Degrees)

• Postgraduate (Master Programs)

• PhD

•Other Courses
• Lifelong Learning and Training

RDI + T
• Applied Research
• Joint Projects
• Research Groups

Technological support
• External Services
• Contracts and Consulting
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 2. RDI + Technology Transfer

MAIN ACTIVITIES

RESEARCH

RDI + T
• Applied Research
• Joint Projects
• Research Groups

Technological support
• Technological services
• Contracts and Consulting

RESEARCH GROUPS

1. Materials Technology and Manufacturing
2. Electrical Technology and Metrology
3. Applied Robotics 
4. Microelectronics Circuit Design
5. Software Engineering
6. Software Process Improvement and Formal Methods
7. Intelligent Computation Systems
8. Automatics, Signal Processing and Systems Engineering
9. Biomedicine Engineering and Telemedicine
10. Management, Saving and Diversification of Energy
11. Science and Engineering of Materials
12. Corrosion and Protection
13. Thermal Engineering
14.Environmental Technologies
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 3. Relations with companies

RELATIONS WITH COMPANIES

Collaborations in teaching
• Curricular and extracurricular practices
• Site Visits 
• Specialized conferences

Collaborations transfer
• Performing TFG / TFM and PhD thesis
• Joint Projects
• Technological Problem Solving
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 4. RENEWABLE ENERGY INSTALATIONS
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I I

THE  BOLOGNA PROCESS:

ITS GOALS

AND MAIN ACTORS
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The Bologna Process 

starts 

with the Bologna Declaration 

signed  in 1999 

by 32 European countries

BOLOGNA DECLARATION

BOLOGNA_DECLARATION_signage1999.pdf
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The Bologna Process 

is based 

on the voluntary collaboration 

of the Governments 

and their commitment 

to converge towards common goals
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Bologna Declaration (1999)

Main goal for 2010

“The  creation of a European Higher Education

Area (EHEA), as a key way to enhance citizens’ 

employability and mobility in Europe and to

promote the attractiveness of the European higher

education in the world.”  
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Bologna Declaration (1999)

Specific Goals

• Adoption of a system essentially based on two cycles (later
that became 3 cycles)

• Adoption of a system of easily readable and comparable
degrees

• Establishment of a system of credits

• Promotion of mobility

• Promotion of European cooperation in quality assurance

• Promotion of the European dimension in higher education
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Other goals of Bologna

• Lifelong Learning

• Involvement of Higher Education Institutions and

students

• Promoting the attractiveness of the European

Higher Education Area

• European Higher Education Area and European

Research Area – two pillars of the knowledge-based

society
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Countries in the Bologna Process in 2015 

Albania                      Georgia                Netherlands 

Andorra                     Germany              Norway 

Armenia                     Greece                 Poland 

Austria                        Holy See              Portugal 

Azerbaijan                  Hungary               Romania 

Belgium                      Iceland                 Russian Federation

Bosnia Herzegovina   Ireland                 Serbia 

Bulgaria                      Italy                      Slovak Republic 

Croatia                        Kazakhstan         Slovenia

Cyprus                        Latvia                   Spain 

Czech Republic          Liechtenstein       Sweden 

Denmark                     Lithuania              Switzerland          

Estonia                        Luxembourg        Turkey 

Finland                        Malta                    United Kingdom

France                         Moldova               Ukraine

FYROM                       Montenegro
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A new member!

The Communiqué issued by the higher education Ministers 

after the Yerevan meeting (14/15 May 2015) states that: 

“Ministers welcome the application of Belarus to join the

European Higher Education Area and in particular its

commitment to implement reforms, 16 years after the launch

of the Bologna Process, to make its higher education system

and practice compatible with those of other EHEA countries.

On that basis, Ministers welcome Belarus as a member of the

EHEA and look forward to working with the national

authorities and stakeholders to implement the reforms

identified by the BFUG and included in the agreed roadmap

attached to Belarusian accession. Ministers ask the BFUG to

report on the implementation of the roadmap in time for the

2018 ministerial conference.”
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Main Actors in the Process
The Ministers of Education of the participating countries 

meet every two years and release joint official communiqués 

The Bologna Follow-Up Group is responsible for managing the 

process and preparing the meetings and consists of:

❑ Representatives of the 48 participating countries (full members)

❑ The European Commission (full member)

❑ Associations of institutions and students (EUA, EURASHE, ESU) 

❑ International organizations (Council of Europe, Unesco CEPES)

❑ The European Network of Quality Assurance Agencies (ENQA)

❑ Education International (EI/ETUCE)

❑ Business Europe
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III

THE EUROPEAN 

HIGHER EDUCATION 

AREA (EHEA)
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European Higher Education Area (EHEA)
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The European Higher Education Area

(EHEA) 

was officially launched in 2010

with the Vienna-Budapest Declaration
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The European Higher Education Area

(EHEA) 

is based on a  common platform of: 

1. Principles

2. Actions/Reforms 

3. Policies

4. Tools
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1. 

Principles of the EHEA 
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Responsibility of the Ministers

“We, the Ministers, reaffirm that higher education is a

public responsibility. We commit ourselves,

notwithstanding these difficult economic times, to

ensuring that higher education institutions have the

necessary resources within a framework

established and overseen by public authorities”.

(Budapest-Vienna Declaration, March 2010)
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Responsibility of the institutions

We, the Ministers, recommit to academic freedom as

well as autonomy and accountability of higher

education institutions as principles of the EHEA and

underline the role the higher education institutions

play in fostering peaceful democratic societies and

strengthening social cohesion.”

(Budapest-Vienna Declaration , March 2010)
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Role of the academic community

“We acknowledge the key role of the academic

community – institutional leaders, teachers,

researchers, administrative staff and students - in

making the EHEA a reality, providing the learners

with the opportunity to acquire knowledge, skills

and competences furthering their careers and lives

as democratic citizens as well as their personal

development.”

(Budapest-Vienna Declaration , March 2010)
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A student-centred approach (a)

Programmes of study are designed on the basis of 

➢ defined learning outcomes

“statements of what the individual knows, understands and is

able to do on completion of a learning process”

➢ estimated learning time (workload)

“The time the individual typically needs to complete all

learning activities, such as lectures, seminars, projects,

practical work, work placements and individual study,

required to achieve the defined learning outcomes in formal

learning environments”.

(ECTS Users’ Guide, 2015)
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A student-centered approach (b)

Programmes of study are delivered

• giving learners enough choice of content, mode

and pace of learning and helping them to build on

their individual learning styles and experiences,

• using effective teaching/learning methods,

• providing learners with adequate educational

guidance and facilities
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2.

Actions/Reforms
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A common degree structure based on three cycles

– “ A Framework for Qualifications of  the EHEA” 

(2005)

The overarching European qualifications framework 

shows the common degree structure based on three 

cycles, and makes transparent the relationship with the 

national higher education frameworks of qualifications. It 

also serves as an articulation mechanism between 

national frameworks.

A national qualifications framework provides a 

systematic description of the full range of qualifications 

within a given education system as well as the ways in 

which learners can move between them.
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A common degree structure based on three cycles

“ A Framework for Qualifications of  the EHEA” 

(2005)

The three cycles are defined  through

• agreed ranges of credits 

• agreed general learning outcomes
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A common degree structure based on three cycles –

“ A Framework for Qualifications of  the EHEA” (2005)

Agreed ranges of credits:

• First cycle: from 180 to 240 credits

• Second cycle: from 90 to 120 credits (at least 60 at

second cycle level)

• Third cycle: 3-4 years 
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A common degree structure based on three cycles –

“ A Framework for Qualifications of  the EHEA” (2005)

Agreed general learning outcomes

The Dublin Descriptors

• describe the general learning outcomes expected
for achieving a qualification in each of the three
cycles

• become more specific as they are applied to
specific degree courses/disciplines in each cycle
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A common degree structure based on three cycles –

“ A Framework for Qualifications of  the EHEA” (2005)

The Dublin Descriptors

are based on five main elements:

• Knowledge and understanding 

• Applying knowledge and understanding

• Making judgements 

• Communication skills 

• Learning skills
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Example I:  First cycle descriptors

Qualifications that signify completion of the first cycle are awarded 
to students who

• have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in a field of study….at a level
supported by advanced textbooks…with some aspects informed by knowledge at the
forefront of the field of study;

• can apply their knowledge and understanding ….and have competences for devising
and sustaining arguments and solving problems within their field of study;

• have the ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually within their field of
study) to inform judgements….;

• can communicate information, ideas, problems and solutions to both specialist and
non-specialist audiences;

• have developed those learning skills that are necessary for them to continue to
undertake further study with a high degree of autonomy.
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Example II: A single descriptor in the three cycles

Making judgements - progression of the competences

• First cycle: have the ability to gather and interpret

relevant data (usually within their field of study) to

inform judgements…

• Second cycle: have the ability to integrate knowledge

and handle complexity, and formulate judgements with

incomplete or limited information…

• Third cycle: are capable of critical analysis, evaluation

and synthesis of new and complex ideas
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Third cycle: Doctoral training

• Advancement of knowledge through original research,

meeting the needs of employment beyond academia;

• Institutional strategies and policies;

• Importance of diversity of doctoral programs in Europe;

• Doctoral candidates as early stage researchers;

• Transparent supervision and assessment

• Achievement of a critical mass;

• Appropriate time duration (three to four years);

• Promotion of innovative structures (for interdisciplinary

training and the development of transferable skills);

• Increasing mobility (geographical, interdisciplinary, inter-

sectoral)
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How do we ensure our product (in this 

case education) we are selling is good?

Answer: Through Quality Assurance (QA) and 

Quality Control (QC). They are collectively called 

Quality and are usually handled by a separate 

department.
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What is Quality?

There are so many definitions for Quality. 

Also what is quality for one is not always the same for someone 

else.

Quality is…..

•Meeting goals and requirements

•Based on acceptable performance

•Assuring the fitness for purpose

•Consistent.  Always the same.
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Quality is to say what you 

do and to do what you say
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Example: Boxes with pens

1. CAPS

2. PENS

3. BOXES
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What are the requirements? 

• All parts are good (no scratches or blemishes on the 

box, pen and caps and all pens function)

• Each box always contains 20 pens

• Each cap is installed exactly the same way onto the 

pen.

• The orientation of the pen/caps with respect to the 

box is always the same.

What would make this a good product? 
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Quality ensures requirements are met

Quality Assurance

1. Procedures are written 

for each step.

2. Forms are created to be 

filled as the product is 

made

3. Indicators are kept to 

trigger improvement 

actions. Statistical

Analysis

Quality Control

1. Final product and 

forms are inspected.

2. Ensure that each 

product that leaves 

the door is 

according to 

specifications.

3. Defective product 

analyzed
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Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

• Number of boxes shipped per 

week

• Percentage of parts rejected 

incoming inspection.

• Percentage of boxes rejected at 

the final inspection.

• Number of customer complaints 

per week

Statistical 

Analysis will 

help guide the 

action
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What is Quality and Assurance?

18/09/2019 56

To sum up on what is Quality?
Quality is the ability of your product/service to be able to satisfy your 
users/clients or your set expectations.

What is Quality Assurance?
Quality Assurance (QA) is the process that assures/safeguards that your 
product/service is able to satisfy your users/clients.
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Aim of Quality Assurance
When good Quality Assurance is implemented there should be 

improvement in:

•Usability

•Performance 

•Lessening rates of defects and problems
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Quality Assurance

Good Quality Assurance requires:
•Planning (on how the steps/sequence of controls will be 
performed)
•Structured tests (on how the controls will be performed)
•Good documentation (on how the results will be documented 
for proof purposes)
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Quality Control (QC)
Quality Control (QC) is the implementation of regular testing procedures 
against your definitions of quality and more specifically the refinement of 
these procedures: 
•Formal use of testing
•Acting on the results of your tests
•Requires planning, structured tests, good documentation
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Quality Control (QC)

• Quality Control (QC) is also measureable with a set of 
indicators which are both quantitative and qualitative:
• Quantitative Indicator indicates a quantity. The quantity 

can be a pure number, an index, ratio or percentage.
• Qualitative Indicators do not show numeric measures as 

such. Rather, they depict the status of something in 
qualitative terms.
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Quality in Higher Education (HE)

•Product is the training, the classes, the modules, 

the programmes we offer.  

•Customers are the students and the society who 

will employ these students.  

•Bologna ensures uniformity in description and 

requirements among countries

•Quality makes sure that all the requirements are 

always met.
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Key Performance Indicators (KPI) in HE 

Categories

•Financial (endowment, expenses, aid, tuition…)

•Admissions (scores, admissions data first second 

degree..)

•Enrollment (population, special populations…)

•Faculty (faculty general, special populations…)

•Student outcomes (graduation rates, retention 

rates, awards…)

•Student Engagement (students living in campus, 

engaged in campus activities, in honors program…)

•Academics (Student/Faculty contact…)

•Facilities (room occupancy, infrastructure …)
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Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 

Categories

•Satisfaction (surveys, faculty, employer, and 

student satisfaction, …)

•Research (grants, impact factors, patents, 

publications …)

•External Ratings (US and world rankings 

becoming more important..)

Reference 

http://provost.tufts.edu/institutionalresearch/files/AIR_Professional_File_123.pdf
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The important thing is to start with 

some KPI’s that are important to 

your organization, that you can 

track and analyze on a yearly basis 

and then add to them as needed. 

Use to set goals
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Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 

examples of goal setting

Baseline

1. Annual Awards: 10 Million

2. PhD Students: 100

3. Entry standards: B Grade

Target (set timeframe)

1. Annual Awards: 15 

Million

2. PhD Students: 150

3. Entry standards: A Grade
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Quality Assurance in Higher 

Education

Following Aristotle’s wise affirmation…

“the fate of empires depends on the education of youth”
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Quality Assurance in Higher 

Education

What is QA in higher education?
Systematic monitoring and evaluation of learning and teaching, and the 
processes that support them, to make sure that the standards of academic 
awards meet expectations, and that the quality of the student learning 
experience is being safeguarded and improved.

Quality assurance in higher education can be understood as policies, procedures and 

practices that are designed to achieve, maintain or enhance quality as it is understood in a 

specific context.
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Quality Assurance in Higher Education
Important Agencies

Two important bodies around the world:
•The International Network for Quality Assurance Agencies in Higher 
Education (INQAAHE)
•European Association of Quality Assurance (ENQA) 
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Quality Assurance in Higher Education

• The International Network for Quality Assurance Agencies in Higher 
Education (INQAAHE) is a world-wide association of over 200 
organizations active in the theory and practice of quality assurance in 
higher education. 

• The great majority of its members are quality assurance agencies that 
operate in many different ways, although the Network also welcomes (as 
associate members) other organizations that have an interest in QA in HE.
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Quality Assurance in Higher Education

• The European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education 
(ENQA) is an umbrella organization which represents quality assurance 
organizations from the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) member 
states. 

• ENQA promotes European co-operation in the field of quality assurance in 
higher education and disseminates information and expertise among its 
members and towards stakeholders in order to develop and share good 
practice and to foster the European dimension of quality assurance.

Represents quality assurance organizations from the European Higher Education Area 

(EHEA) member states
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Quality Assurance in Higher Education
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• The Standards and guidelines for quality assurance in the European Higher 
Education Area (ESG) were adopted by the Ministers responsible for 
higher education in 2005 following a proposal prepared by the European 
Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA) in co-
operation with the European Students’ Union (ESU), the European 
Association of Institutions in Higher Education (EURASHE) and the 
European University Association (EUA). 

• Source: http://www.enqa.eu/index.php/home/esg/

Quality Assurance in Higher Education

http://www.enqa.eu/index.php/home/esg/
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Common Quality Assurance procedures  – “ European 

Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance  in 

the EHEA” (first version in 2005 – revised in 2015)

Quality assurance is aimed at:

• continuous enhancement of educational

programmes and activities

• full accountability of institutions to all stakeholders

To this end, it includes:

• an internal evaluation

• an external review
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European Standards and Guidelines (ESG)           

have been defined 

for

Internal Quality Assurance

External Quality Assurance

External Quality Assurance Agencies
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Standards for internal QA

1. Policy for quality assurance

Institutions should have a policy for quality assurance

that is made public and forms part of their strategic

management. Internal stakeholders should develop and

implement this policy through appropriate structures

and processes, while involving external stakeholders.

2. Design and approval of programmes

Institutions should have processes for the design  and 

approval of their programmes. The programmes should

be designed so that they meet the objectives set for them,

including the intended learning outcomes.
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3. Student-centred learning, teaching and assessment

Institutions should ensure that the programmes are

delivered in a way that encourages students to take an

active role in creating the learning process, and that the

assessment of students reflects this approach.

4. Student admission, progression, recognition and

certification

Institutions should consistently apply pre-defined and

published regulations covering all phases of the

student “ life cycle”, e.g. student admission, progression,

recognition and certification.
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5. Teaching staff

Institutions should assure themselves of the

competences of their teachers. They should apply fair

and transparent processes for the recruitment and

development of the staff.

6. Learning resources and student support

Institutions should have appropriate funding for learning

and teaching activities and ensure that adequate and

readily accessible learning resources and student support

are provided.

7. Information management

Institutions should ensure that they collect, analyze and use

relevant information for the effective management of their

programmes and other activities.
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8. Public information

Institutions should publish information about their activities,

including programmes, which is clear, accurate, objective,

up-to date and readily accessible.

9.On-going monitoring and periodic review of programmes

Institutions should monitor and periodically review their

programmes to ensure that they achieve the objectives set

for them and respond to the needs of students and

society.These reviews should lead to continuous

improvement of the programme.

10. Cyclical external quality assurance

Institutions should undergo external quality assurance in

line with the ESG on a cyclical basis.

•
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High Quality is based on full consistency of all 

elements of a programme
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Develop Policy for Internal QA

• Setting up a high level committee for academic 

quality and monitoring, who is in charge of the 

policy.

• Defining admission rules (if applicable)

– Regulations for admission to the University 

– Regulations for admission to degree programmes

– Recognition of prior learning

– Regulations for complaint handling from applicants

• Periodic Monitoring (Annual or bi annual) 

– Module or course report (student feedback, instructor 

evaluation, action plan)

– Programme Report (filled by the head or director)

– Faculty audits (level of expertise…etc)
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Elements of a Policy for Internal QA

• Assessment of Learning

– Assessment  policies (Fair, efficient, clear criteria and dates for 

both students and Faculty)

– Type of Assessment (Essay, Oral Presentations, Lab work, 

Group work, Examinations…)

– Examination policies (eg. For disabled students, proof reading, 

etc.)

– Grading policy and feedback to students (marking, moderation 

feedback to students)

– Certification procedure (Awards and Certification)

– Recognition of prior Learning

• Academic Integrity (guidance for students and faculty)

• Collaboration with other institutions (joint degrees etc)
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Common recognition procedures – “The Lisbon 

Recognition Convention” (1997)

Signed by over  50 countries

Types of recognition:

• Recognition of qualifications giving access to

higher education

• Recognition of higher education 

qualifications

• Recognition of periods of study 
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Basic principles
• Holders of qualifications issued by one of the parties

shall have adequate access…. to an assessment of
these qualifications

• No discrimination shall be made in this respect on any
ground…

• Each party shall ensure that the procedures and
criteria used in the assessment and recognition of
qualifications are transparent, coherent and reliable

• Decisions on recognition shall be made on the basis of
appropriate information…

• Decisions on recognition shall be made within a
reasonable time limit specified beforehand….
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Example:Recognition of higher 

education qualifications

To the extent that a recognition decision is based on the

knowledge and skills certified by the higher education

qualification, each party shall recognise the higher 

education qualifications conferred in another party, 

unless a substantial difference can be shown ……
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Consequences of recognition

Recognition of a higher education qualification shall have

one or more of the following consequences:

• Access to further higher education studies

• The use of an academic title

• Access to the labour market
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Implementation of structural reforms

Almost all participating countries, with some exceptions

among those who joined later, have implemented:

• a three-cycle system and a national qualifications

framework;

• a Quality Assurance system and a National Agency for

external Quality Assurance (37 certified National QA

Agencies have set up a European Register called

EQAR);

have signed and ratified the Lisbon Recognition

Convention.

The full implementation of the shared principles in all academic

activities is taking more time as it requires a deeper cultural change
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3.

Policies
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Student mobility
“Mobility shall be the hallmark of the EHEA

We call upon each country

• to increase mobility,

• to ensure its high quality 

• to diversify its types and scope

In  2020, at least 20% of those graduating in the EHEA   

should have had a study or training experience abroad

Within each of the three cycles, opportunities for mobility

shall be created in the structure of degree programmes.

Joint degrees and programmes as well as mobility

windows shall become more common practice”.

(Leuven Communiqué, April 2009)
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Mobility policies shall be based on 

practical measures concerning:

• funding 

• recognition of study achievements

• infrastructures

• visa and work permit regulations

• flexible study paths 

• active information policies

• study support and full portability of grants and

loans
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The social dimension

“The student body within higher education should reflect
the diversity of Europe’s populations.

We therefore emphasize the social characteristics of
higher education and aim to provide equal
opportunities to quality education.

Access into higher education should be widened by
fostering the potential of students from
underrepresented groups and by providing adequate
conditions for the completion of their studies.”

(Leuven Communiqué, April 2009)
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Lifelong learning
Lifelong Learning may involve 

• obtaining qualifications, 

• extending knowledge and understanding, 

• gaining new skills and competences 

• enriching personal growth.

It implies that  qualifications may be obtained through

• flexible learning paths, including part-time studies, 

• work-based  routes.

(Leuven Communiqué, April 2009) 
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Employability

“With labour markets increasingly relying on higher skill

levels and transversal competences,

higher education should equip students with the advanced

knowledge, skills and competences they need

throughout their professional lives.

Employability empowers the individual to fully seize the

opportunities in changing labour markets. ”

(Leuven Communiqué, April 2009) 
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International openness

“The Bologna process and the resulting EHEA, being 

unprecedented examples of regional, cross-border 

cooperation in higher education, have raised 

considerable interest in other  parts of the world and 

made European education more visible on the global 

map. We welcome this interest and look forward to 

intensifying our policy dialogue and cooperation with 

partners across the world.”                                         

(The Budapest-Vienna Declaration, March 2010)

“We call upon European higher education institutions to  

further internationalise their activities and to engagein 

global collaboration for sustainable development.”

(Leuven Communiqué, April 2009)
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4. 

TOOLS 
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The European Credit Transfer and 

Accumulation System (ECTS)

• was developed in 1989 within the Europen Union

• has been adopted as a national credit system by the 48    

member countries  of the European Higher Education 

Area

• is now a requirement for HEIs’ participation in the 

Erasmus+  mobility Programme

An updated  version of  the ECTS Users’ Guide  was 

published  in 2015
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Principles

ECTS is a learner-centered system based on

the outcomes of the learning process rather than the inputs of   

teaching learning time rather than contact hours

ECTS credits express the volume of learning based on

defined learning outcomes and their associated  workload

`1ECTS ~ 25 to 30 hours workload  
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Principles

• Learning outcomes are statements of what the individual knows,  

understands and is able to do on completion of  a learning process

• Workload is an estimation of the time the individual typically needs  

to complete all learning activities  required to achieve the defined 

learning outcomes in formal learning  environments
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Structure

Based on the ECTS system, 

• 60 ECTS credits  correspond to  the learning outcomes 

and associated workload of a full time academic year.  

Based on national  provisions, 

• the workload for academic year ranges in most cases 

from 1500  to 1800 hours.

• So, one credit corresponds to 25 to 30 hours of work.
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Objectives

ECTS credits are used to facilitate

• the planning  and delivery of study programmes 

• the transparency of programmes

• the recognition of  the learning achievements  of

mobile students
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When designing  a study programmes 
• Credits are first allocated to the whole programme on the basis of the 

general learning outcomes defined for it,  and  then to its single 

educational components according to the estimated workload  required 

to achieve the learning outcomes defined for each of them.

When delivering a study programme

• Teaching/learning and assessment activities are developed in such a 

way as to be fully consistent with the learning outcomes to be achieved  

and with the learning time provided to achieve them.  

• Flexible learning paths are provided in order to accommodate different 

needs and learning styles

When describing  a programme through the use of the ECTS course 

catalogue

• The programme  is  made  transparent in a standard format both to 

national and international students.   
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Participating in the Erasmus+ mobility 

programme 

The period of study abroad is planned by the home institution with the mobile

student, and a Learning Agreement is signed before departure, aiming at

• the achievement of  a set of learning outcomes, which are   

compatible/complementary - not necessarily equivalent  - with  those of the 

home programme;

• the acquisition of an adequate number of credits, which does not necessarily  

involve the one-to-one correspondence of single educational components in 

the two institutions.

All credits included in the LA  that are gained abroad  - if certified by the host 

institution through an official Transcript of Records - are automatically 

recognized by the home institution upon return of the student and used to 

satisfy  specific requirements of the home qualification.
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TO CONCLUDE

The use of ECTS credits

• contributes to enhancing the relevance,  internal   

consistency and transparency of study  programmes

• provides a flexible approach to the recognition of the 

learning achievements of students abroad, intended to 

enrich the home rogramme with different approaches 

and insights
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The Diploma Supplement
• The Diploma Supplement model was developed by the

European Commission, Council of Europe and by

UNESCO/CEPES before the start of the Bologna Process.

• It was designed to provide a description of the nature, level,

context, content and status of the studies that were pursued

and successfully completed by the individual named on the

original qualification to which it is appended.

• It is free from any value-judgements, equivalence statements

or suggestions about recognition.

• It was adopted by the EHEA with the purpose is to provide

sufficient independent data to improve the international

transparency and fair academic and professional recognition

of qualifications (diplomas, degrees, certificates etc.).

• Diploma Suppment example

DiplomaSuplementExample.pdf
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Diploma Supplement Holders

The Bologna Process and                                                                   

the European Higher Education Area:

http://ec.europa.eu/education/tools/diploma-supplement_en.htm
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Thank you for your attention!
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Overall aim of this session

To introduce and discuss the concept and process 

of Internationalization for Higher Education 

Institutions (HEI)

This presentation is interactive.  Please participate and voice 

your opinion.  



Agenda

1. Definitions of Internationalization

2. Objectives  of Internationalization

3. Main obstacles to Internationalization

4. Developing a plan for Internationalization

5. Implementing the plan

6. Funding the plan

7. Quality Assurance
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1 

WHAT  is 

Internationalization?
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Internationalization

can be defined as:

“the process of integrating                                                              

an international, intercultural or global dimension 

into the purpose, function or delivery of 

postsecondary education”  (Knight, 2003)

or as:

“the process of integrating 

the institution and its key stakeholders – its students, 

faculty and staff – into a globalized world” 

(Hawawini, 2011)
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In terms of practice and perceptions

• internationalization is closer to the well 

established European tradition of international 

cooperation and mobility and to the core values of 

quality and excellence, 

• globalization refers more to competition, pushing 

the concept of higher education as a tradable 

commodity and challenging the concept of higher 

education as a public good”.

(Van Vught, van der Wende, and Westerheijden)
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Components of internationalization

• Internationalization at Home:                               

activities that help students, staff and employees 

develop international understanding and 

intercultural skills in their own institution.

• Internationalization Abroad:                                      

all forms of education crossing borders, mobility of 

students, teachers, scholars, programmes, courses, 

curriculum, projects.

(Knight, 2006)
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Main features of internationalization

1. Internationalization is not a goal in itself but a 

way to enhance the quality of research and 

education and their contribution to society 

2. Internationalization is a comprehensive process 

that can be developed by using several 

approaches or paradigms

3. The core of internationalization concerns 

research, the curriculum and the 

teaching/learning process

4. The key elements of internationalization at the 

programme level are learning outcomes and 

competences.
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Perspectives of the main stakeholders

1. The perspectives of the institutional leadership 

on the internationalization of the University should

be formulated

2. The perspectives of faculty, students and 

graduates  on international studies should be 

surveyed

3.   The perspectives of the employers

on the impact of international and intercultural 

learning outcomes on student employability should

be explored.
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Questions for discussion:

Are the main stakeholders in your institution aware of

the various features of internationalization that have

been mentioned?

Do you think they might be willing to accept a process

of internationalization and the basic challenges that

have been mentioned?

Are there any other dimensions of internationalization

that should be considered?
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2 

WHAT are the objectives  of 

internationalization?
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1. To respond to national/regional/local

needs

• To respond to specific demands from society (students,

employers, public organizations, etc.) for study programmes

and research projects that deal with global issues.

• To react to competitive pressure from peer institutions that

have added an international dimension to their programmes.
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2. To interact with the world

• To gain international visibility and facilitate 

recognition of degrees

• To offer international experiences to students and 

faculty members

• To attract international students and faculty into the 

institution 

• To exchange and cooperate with international 

partners for the development of joint research 

projects and study programmes 
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3. To expand the scope of studies and 

enhance their quality

• To develop innovative programmes through international 

exchange and cooperation. 

• To increase graduates’international and intercultural 

competences.

• To introduce new teaching/learning approaches to meet 

the needs of international students.
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4. To make a revenue from 

international students or from other 

international sources

• To recruit fee-paying international students from the same 

region or other regions of the world

• To get access to international funds  for the development 

of international study programmes or research projects

• To get access to mobility grants for students
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Questions for discussion:

• Which of the motives mentioned above would prevail in 

your institution?

• Do you see any other convincing motives to start a 

process of internationalization?
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3

WHAT  are the main obstacles?
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1 . Lack of  adequate institutional 

structures  

• Lack of dedicated academic leadership for planning and 

implementing international activities 

• Lack of international offices

• Lack of trained people to work in international offices
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2 . Lack of faculty engagement

• Lack of international experiences

• Lack of interest in international/intercultural dialogue

• Lack of incentives and rewards from the institution
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3 . Costs of internationalization 

• Faculty time

• Faculty travelling costs

• Administrative burden of international activities

• Special services for international students
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Questions for discussion:

• Which of the obstacles mentioned above would prevail in 

your institution?

• Do you see any other obstacles?
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4

HOW  to  develop a plan?
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1.  Raise awareness in the institution 

for internationalization policies

• Raise the issue of internationalization with 

academic leaders

• Open a broader debate with teachers and students 

on the costs/benefits of internationalization

• Develop consensus on  the idea that some degree 

of internationalization will enhance the quality of the 

institution
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2.  Define the objectives that are 

most appropriate to the institution:

• Design programmes that can enable students to

acquire international competences and become

employable in other countries, also (but not

necessarily) through periods of study abroad.

Specify subject areas, programme level, etc.

• Develop cooperation agreements with international

partners for teacher/student mobility, joint research

projects and joint programmes. Specify countries,

institutions, subject areas, etc.

• Attract international students, teachers and

researchers from abroad. Specify subject areas.
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If interacting with the European Higher Education Area, be

aware of its main features:

• Architecture of degree programmes based on three cycles, with

general descriptors for each cycle (Dublin Descriptors) and a common

credit system (ECTS)

• Degree programmes based on a Learner-centered approach

(learning outcomes and workload)

• Transparency tools (e.g., the ECTS course catalogue)

• Internal and external Quality assurance

• Recognition of qualifications based on the principles of the Lisbon

Convention

• Policy dialogue and cooperation with partners across the world

For further reading: http://ec.europa.eu/education/tools/ects_en.htm

http://www.ehea.info/
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Questions for discussion:

How would you sensitize academic leaders, teachers and

students in your institution on the issue of

internationalization?

What are the objectives that you consider most appropriate to

your institution?

Do you think that student/teacher mobility is an essential

component of internationalization?

How do you approach international partners? Through

deliberate institutional choices or occasional personal

contacts?

What are the challenges of your cooperation with EHEA

institutions?
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5

HOW to implement it?
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A. The institution

Organizational structure:

• an academic committee for strategic planning and

academic implementation, and a suitable

administrative structure for the management of

international activities

• an adequate information system for data collection,

monitoring and evaluation

• transparency tools for international use in all

departments (e.g., ECTS course catalogue in a

widely spoken language)
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B. Educational programmes

An outcome-based approach to programme design  –

Tuning ten steps

1. Determine need and potential

2. Define the program profile and the key 

competences (generic and subject-specific)

3. Formulate the program learning outcomes

4. Define the credit structure of the program

5. Identify competences and formulate learning

outcomes for each course unit/module
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6.   Determine the approaches to teaching, learning 

and assessment

7.   Check whether the key generic and subject 

specific competences are covered

8. Describe the program and the course units

9. Check balance and feasibility

10. Implement, monitor and improve
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Special programmes

• International programmes 

designed and organized  by the institution in order 

to attract international students,  aiming at the 

achievement of international competences/learning 

outcomes, generally taught in an international 

language, with the contribution of international 

teachers 
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Joint programmes 
jointly designed and organized by two or more 

institutions of different countries,                                       

taught in various places,

in one or several languages,                                                                                    

including student mobility 

and awarding a joint or double degree
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Questions for discussion:

What problems do you see in the design and 

implementation of international programmes (as 

defined above)?

Based on your institution’s experiences with joint 

programmes, what are the most critical issues?

• Cooperation with the partners

• Financial sustainability of the programme

• Student participation

• Organizational difficulties

• Academic quality
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C. Teachers

Incoming international  teachers

• teachers with international education and 

experience for a full course in a degree programme

• visiting scholars for short periods of teaching and

research, generally from partner institutions on the

basis of cooperation agreements
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Outgoing teachers

• for a full course in a degree programme abroad

• as a visiting scholar for short periods of teaching

and research, generally to partner institutions on

the basis of cooperation agreements
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Questions for discussion:

Do teachers from abroad make an impact on the 

internationalization of programmes (international 

competences/learning outcomes, diversified 

approaches to teaching, learning and assessment, use 

of other languages, etc)?

Do teachers going abroad establish partnerships for 

student exchanges and joint programmes?
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D. Students

Cooperation agreements with partner institutions to 

a) send students abroad for periods of study or 

placement,  to be integrated into home studies

This means: 

- flexibility of home degree programmes 

- academic cooperation with host department

- optimal planning of the period of study abroad            

- full recognition of  students’achievements
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Cooperation agreements with partner institutions to

b) host international students for periods of study or 

placement

This means:

- offering attractive international and/or joint 

programmes

- making the institution’s academic activities visible 

and understandable at international level

- providing opportunities for learning the local 

language

- offering adequate administrative and tutoring 

services
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Periods of study abroad
It is suggested to:

• Develop and approve a programme of study abroad for a semester or

a year (about 30 or 60 ECTS credits), including an adequate number

of units at the appropriate level, with similar, complementary or

coherent learning outcomes in relation to the curriculum of the home

institution.

• Recognise all the credits gained abroad for the approved programme

and transfer them into the home curriculum, as a substitute for an

equivalent number of credits, in order to satisfy the qualification’s

requirements.

• Avoid one-to-one recognition of single units, as curricula in different

countries seldom provide units with compatible learning outcomes

and equivalent credits.

For further reading:

http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/index_en.htm
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Questions for discussion:

What are the main destinations of  mobile students 

from your institution?

Are international students on campus visible enough 

to make an impact on the learning environment?

Are exchange agreements satisfactory? Is reciprocity 

a goal?

What are the most critical issues in the recognition of 

periods of study abroad?
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6

How to fund it?
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➢ Is internationalization a source of funding?

or

➢ does it need  specific resources for 

implementation?
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1. Attracting fee-paying students

▪ Some institutions have started to attract more 

international students with a target   to become 

regional education centers.

▪ A trend towards regionalism is emerging. More 

students are ready to consider non-traditional HE 

destinations……
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2. Finding external resources 
Erasmus+ supports the following main Actions targeting cooperation 

with Partner Countries:

 International credit mobility of individuals and Erasmus Mundus Joint 

Master Degrees (under Key Action 1) promoting the mobility of 

learners and staff from and to Partner Countries;

 Capacity-building projects in higher education (under Key Action 2) 

promoting cooperation and partnerships that have an impact on the 

modernisation and internationalisation of higher education institutions 

and systems in Partner Countries;

 Support to policy dialogue (under Key Action 3) through the network of 

Higher Education Reform Experts in Partner Countries neighbouring 

the EU, the international alumni association, policy dialogue with 

Partner Countries and international attractiveness and promotion 

events;

 Jean Monnet activities with the aim of stimulating teaching, research 

and reflection in the field of European Union studies worldwide. 
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3. Maximizing the benefits of resources

• Develop internationalization at home as a main tool 

(International teachers; international programs/ 

curricula)

• Exploit the success stories of students’ mobility, 

implementation of international academic programmes, 

etc

• Expand the virtual mobility opportunities and open 

educational resources. 

• ………  
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Questions for discussion:

• How can international programmes be financially 

supported at your university? What human or financial 

resources are  needed to develop an international 

programme?

• Are programmes in an international language considered 

a cost or an investment?

• Are joint programmes sustainable in the long run?

• Is joint curriculum design possible in your academic 

context?

• How to attract fee-paying international students from 

other Latin American countries?
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7

How to assure its quality?
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The U-Multirank approach  - www.u-

multirank.eu
Indicators for evaluating internationalization at institutional 

level:

• Educational programmes (BA- MA) in foreign language

• International orientation of degree programmes (composite of 

joint/dual degree programmes, inclusion of study period abroad, 

international students, international staff, teaching in foreign 

language)

• Opportunities to study abroad (student satisfaction)

• Student mobility (composite of incoming, outgoing, international 

joint degree students)

• Percentage of international academic staff

• Percentage of doctorate degrees awarded to international 

students

• International joint research publications

• International research grant as a share of external research 
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eca – A consortium for accreditation 
www.ecaconsortium.net

Indicators for evaluating internationalization at the programme 

level

1. Intended internationalization:

• Supported goals

• Verifiable objectives  (quantitative and qualitative)

• Measures for improvement

2. International and intercultural learning:

• Intended learning outcomes 

• Student assessment methods

• Graduate achievement
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3. Teaching and learning:

• Curriculum content and structure

• Teaching methods

• Learning environment

4. Staff:

• Composition (quantity and quality)

• Experience (international, intercultural experience, 

language skills)

• Services (training facilities, staff exchanges)

5. Students:

• Composition (national and cultural backgrounds)

• Experience (international, intercultural experience, 

language skills)

• Services (information, counselling, accommodation)
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Questions for discussion:

What are the indicators that you consider most 

suitable to your context?
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Thank you for your attention!

Next we move to the workshop
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Creating Courses and Programmes 

Compatible with Bologna Process

Presentation 3
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Development of 6 undergraduate University 

modules on Renewable Energy Sources for our 

Latin American (LA) partners that meet local 

needs and abide by International Quality

standards and are accredited by local authorities.

Overall Aim of the DIEGO Project
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Overall aim of this workshop

To break into small teams and try out (just as an example)

to develop the course syllabus, and learn from each other 

on what it takes to have it accredited in Guatemala. The 

goal is to leave with an action plan so that when the 

DIEGO course is developed it will be accredited by the 

appropriate national agency.  It will also be compatible with 

the principles of Bologna process so that credits could be 

transferred.
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Agenda for this PPT 3

I. Introduction on how to develop courses compliant to 

Bologna.  Review a few forms.

II. Team Work.  Rules

III. Presentations by the Teams, lessons learned and 

conclusions.
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I

Introduction on how to develop 

courses compliant to Bologna.  

Review a few forms.
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How do we learn?  Blooms Taxonomy
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Examples

• BIPV_NZEB_course_syllabus_final.doc

• ECE141_Sylllabus.docx

BIPV_NZEB_course_syllabus_final.doc
ECE141_Sylllabus.docx
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II

TEAM WORK
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RULES

• Small teams consisting of technical (professors or 

engineers) staff, administrators, international office….  

Lets mix it up.

• Write down thoughts and questions.  One person will 

present your results at the end.

• Discuss what it would take to get it nationally recognized.
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III

Conclusions, Presentations, 

Lessons Learned


